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May 13, 2020, I received a text from my dear friend and
clarinetist Jim George. We have been friends since our
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Duquesne University days, studying chamber music
with Bernard Goldberg, playing in the Pittsburgh Youth
Orchestra together and traveling to Vermont with our
quartet to play for Moyse at his classes held in Michel
Moyse’s painting shed. Jim had stumbled upon a really
interesting video: The Art of Conducting- Great
Conductors of the Past...
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From our Executive Director

ANNOUNCMENTS

The MMS is running full steam ahead! I’m certain
I can speak for everyone on the Board and

MMS at the 2021 NFA Convention - Washington, D.C.

Advisory Committee by saying we’re pleased at

The Marcel Moyse Society will present a masterclass

the continued interest in the MMS. We’re always

entitled, "Moyse Favorites with Karl 'Fritz' Kraber" at the

interested in and researching new information

2021 NFA Convention in Washington, D.C. The class will

and insights into Moyse’s life, his approach to

focus on Moyse as a lyricist. Repertoire that will be

teaching and his playing by individuals who’ve

performed and focused on utilizing the teaching ideals

had the good fortune to have worked with him

of Moyse as evoked and recalled by Mr. Kraber and will

and share it with you, as evident in this edition.

include works by Tulou and Chaminade.

Please be sure to visit the MMS website and
Facebook page for updated information on

Tone Development Through Interpretation Books

classes, events, performances, etc.. Our

There are still Tone Development Books available.

collective love of
music is an oasis
during this most

"Studying Phrasing Through Moyse & Mozart"
Moyse student and MMS Board Member, Julia BogoradKogan, gives a video lesson to give insight, direction,

challenging and
difficult time in our
history. Please stay

instruction, and implementation of the 24 Petite
Melodies from her time studying with Mr. Moyse. Video

healthy and take good

can be found on our website.

care!

Marcel Moyse Lesson Recording Transcript, April 3, 1981
Brattleboro, Vermont
Aria #46, Adagio, "Air Ecossais." Theobald Boehm
From Tone Development Through Interpretation, McInnis & Marx
By September Payne
The following transcript is taken from one

Moyse’s meticulous choice of excerpts for

of my recorded lessons with Marcel Moyse,

his Tone Development book, were selected

39 years ago at his home in Brattleboro,

for their beauty and instructional quality.

Vermont. Through the recording, a

Most of the excerpts are vocal in nature and

compilation of my journal notes and Tone

portions of text are included for study

Development Through Interpretation score

purposes in some arias. Aria #46, in Ab+, is

markings, I have pieced together some

not one of those therefore a verse from the

“pearls” from his magical way of teaching.

folksong is provided below in the original

The theme is taken from the favorite

key of C+.

cont. pg. 5

Scotch folk tune- "The Blue Bells of Scotland."
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from the letters written by Marcel Moyse - December 30, 1964
My Dear Berkelund,

1. the interpretation of a melody (sound exercises)
2. how to practice etudes

I also often think about the good days in Boswil, and about

3. how to practice variations (especially those in early

the extraordinary atmosphere that you all have created

music)

around me. Also, I have no stronger desire than to begin

4. Technique for everyone (including the other wind

again next year. There will be, then, a seminar in Boswil---

instruments)

longer--- shorter--- different? Different? Certainly a bit.

...
Thanks for your good wishes-- please accept ours in

My most intimate wish would be that we delve more and

return, for you and yours. Thanks for your good

more into the study of (great) singers. My experience in

thoughts. I am happy that you have taken up practicing

Boswil makes me absolutely certain that this is the right

the flute again with joy and the goal of self-

path for those who want to express themselves musically

improvement, and please accept, my dear Berkelund,

and expressively. That’s a goal that (Michel) Debost, for

my fond regards from Madame Moyse and myself.

example, has very well understood. Right now I’m finishing

Fraternally and paternally yours,

copying my exercises of high technique (fingers and lips)

Marcel Moyse

which will be published, like the “Golden Age”, next March.
I’ve had 300 copies of a re-pressing of my recording

(The envelope is addressed to Paul Berkelund,

“Practicing Etudes in Detail” made, and my teaching will be

Fuglebo 16, Copenhagen, Denmark.)

based on:

translation by Julia Bogorad-Kogan

Priscilla Ochran Holt is a Pennsylvania native, who has

from the Editor

resided in North Texas for over three decades. She has

Greetings friends, far and wide!
I hope that you are finding yourself healthy and
spending time in fulfilling projects during this
unprecedented season. As I've worked on compiling this
edition of the newsletter I've found great joy in
connecting with all of you who have shared your stories,
insights, and lessons. I never studied with Mr. Moyse
myself, so much of what I understand from his teachings
has been passed down to me through my teachers and
other flutists, and I strive to continue that tradition through
this newsletter. We've also become more active on social
media, creating an Instagram account, and I hope to use
that to reach a wider audience as well.

performed with orchestras throughout North America and
Europe; served on the faculties of universities in Texas
and Oklahoma; built an award winning orchestra program
for Frisco ISD; is a published author and arranger; is active
as a clinician and adjudicator, adjudicator; and loves
teaching students how to play the flute! She began
playing the flute in 6th grade, studied with Marge Veleta,
Principal Flutist of the Pennsylvania Ballet Company, and
in 11th grade she started participating in summer flute and
chamber music seminars hosted by the famous French

What I'd really love is to hear more stories from each of
you, those who knew him, Please
degree in musicology from the
share your stories, quotes, class
University of Miami in Coral Gables, notes, and funny anecdotes.
Florida. Her dissertation topic was I'm also interested in creating a
continuing "lineage" column, so also
inspired by the summers she had
feel free to share your connection
to Mr. Moyse as well.
spent in Brattleboro, Vermont

flutist, Marcel Moyse. Dr. Ochran Holt received her Ph.D.

studying chamber music with
Marcel Moyse.
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Wishing you all my best,
Jillian
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continued from pg. 1...
He directed my attention to about fifteen
minutes into the video, when Felix Weingartner
is conducting the 1932 Paris Symphony
Orchestra in Carl Maria von Weber’s Overture to
Der Freischütz. Jim had recognized the then
dark-haired Marcel Moyse in a close up! Jim
said he jumped out of his chair when he saw
him, and could not contain a joyous
exclamation! I watched the video, and
immediately replayed the clip, delighting in the
fact that I was able to witness Marcel Moyse
playing in the Paris orchestra. (FYI: Moyse is
seated in front of another flute player). If you
have not seen it, it is an unexpected treasure!
A day later, May 14th, 2020 the NFA Weekly,
Vol. 6 appeared in my inbox and I was so happy
to see Marcel Moyse’s name again! In
celebration of his birthday later that week, the

Marcel Moyse was resourceful and resilient as
he continued to share his artistry around the
globe. As he continued to introduce beginners
to his “24 Little Melodic Studies,” his eyes never
lost the same twinkle they had when I played
for him in Brattleboro in 1971. His students can
now encourage others to find their own voice
by using his, “Tone Development Through
Interpretation,” and I’m sure he’d be delighted to
learn that Karl “Fritz” Kraber, the young man
who played Kuhlau’s “Grand Quartet in E minor,”
among others in Vermont, has been recognized
as a NFA Lifetime Achievement Award
Recipient.
May is a great month to celebrate the legacy of
Marcel Moyse!
- Priscilla Ochran Holt, Ph.D.

NFA had reprinted their newsletter frpm
February 1979. (In 1979, NFA Newsletters were
mailed quarterly, thus explains the month!) I
leisurely re-read the article by Robert Aitkin the
Canadian flutist and composer who, like Mr.
Goldberg, was also a devoted and influential
student of Moyse.
So a few days later, I searched online for Ann
McCutchan’s book, Marcel Moyse: Voice of the
Flute. I started reading excerpts and the

Duquesne
Quartet
Judy Lucas
(bassoon)
Diana Lawrence
& Priscilla Holt
(flutes)

wonderful experiences with flutists, friends,
family and Moyse became vivid and inspired
me again.
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Jim George
(clarinet)
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continued from pg. 2...
Looking at the relationship between music and text is important for instrumentalists as it can
reveal where and why a composer may have chosen special moments for expression or
color, or why certain notes are heightened or recede. These aspects, along with meter,
harmony and language syllabics, can aid in the understanding of how to execute agogic
accents or where to place stress inflections. When considered in totality, the above aspects
beget better grammatical phrasing and interpretative choices aligning us more closely to the
composer’s intentions.
What does this have to do with the magic of Moyse? He taught the above elements so
effectively without saying so! Rather than using academic analysis, he would often highlight
harmonic progression, tension and release by using creative visual clues, for example,
pointing to, or holding certain joints like the smaller joints of the wrist first, then as the
music grew in harmonic tension and begged more dynamics or expression, he’d touch his
shoulder for the dominant or relative minor and finally he’d showcase the arrival of
sequences and/or climactic points by touching his head or thrillingly waving his cap in the
air.
One of the hallmarks of Moyse’s inspirational teaching style was conjuring the “atmosphère”
of a piece, inciting us to tell a story. He could often be heard saying:
“Say something!
In this lesson he said to me:
“I never like to push you. I like to give my opinion. I can only suggest it,
but try. You can change later. Eventually, if you are in a good way you
will find your story. I don't care you don't play like me! You must show
your own self. Be convincing. Tell a story. I didn’t play exactly like Taffanel
but I took his way. It was a good way. He was a god for many”.
From the first note in the aria, Eb, Moyse’s teaching invoked the mood of melancholic
tenderness depicting (second verse lyrics) forlorn questioning:
“O where and O where is my highland laddie gone;
O where and O where is my highland laddie gone?
He’s gone to fight the French, for King George upon the throne,
And it’s O my heart I wish him safe at home”
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Moyse said:
“You must have a sense of the overall meaning you wish to portray in
everything you play, even scales”.
His concept of “two notes are the seed of all music” (the 1st exercise in his famous De la
sonorité book instantly springs to mind) sums up his love and insistence for his life’s work in
tone development.
My overall story was:
Phrase 1, play like a prayer (please God bring him back safely to me!)
Phrase 2, waking from the prayer, more active
Phrase 3, declaiming with greater sentiment
Phrase 4, play with resignation, re-capping the opening prayer mood.
Utmost patience was required in lessons. Often students would remain in the same measure
until the teaching concept had been exhausted or until he was satisfied with the student’s
result. Thus, in keeping with his characteristic way of teaching, Moyse had much to say
about the first bar and the first interval of the aria:
“Atmosphere! No tongue on the first note. Pianissimo! Give life and
color of the passage. Connect well your Eb-Ab-Je t’aime! Love the Ab!
Tendrement. Not Je-T’AIME! but JE-t’aime”.
He wanted the downbeat Ab to emerge out of the pickup Eb, like a singers glissando effect.
He demonstrated by singing and changing syllables in “AH—EE” with the “EE” a syllable
softer and a different color. For the rest of m. 1, he instructed sustaining well to the Eb,
downbeat of m.2. For that special “Hallmark” moment on “F”, beat 2, he wanted immediate
diminuendo (subito–color-to-p) then to proceed in the same piano color to the end of the
phrase (Ab).
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About color Moyse said:
“J’ai ecrit dans mon livre Comment j’ai pu maintenir ma forme (I wrote in my
book How I Stayed in Shape) “…playing louder or softer or vibrating faster or
slower isn’t enough to make it {a work} expressive”. “Alors, now, here {first
note Eb} don’t push the air on Eb, let it appear like an apparition, a phantom.
“Correct Da Peach (the pitch) on the top!”
When connecting the sustaining notes in this aria he said;
“Play with a free, sound, sustained, not wavy and with a feeling of serenity”.
For the quality of the vibrato in this aria he paraphrased from his Comment j’ai pu maintenir
ma forme to the whole class:
“Don’t vib blindly or mechanically…not all notes have the same length or
expressive importance. Do not let your sounds drift at the mercy of
undulations. Find the right places for expression and apply.”
In the 2nd phrase starting in m. 4, Moyse said “Start to come alive”. Enter on the low “Ab”
pickup 16th with the same dynamic and color quality as the preceding “Ab” on the downbeat
of m.4. To indicate this in the score, Moyse’s used his own special marking system, putting a
“0’ (zero) on the repeated “Ab” after the 16th rest and putting a “-“ (dash) marking on the
preceding “Ab” downbeat.
Continuing in m. 4 on the next 16th note “C”, immediately play richly into m. 5, one
dynamic louder than the previous phrase and continue sustaining that dynamic into m. 8.
Moyse asked what the difference was between m. 2 and 6. He said m. 6 is a repetition of m.2.
He wanted the “diminuendo-to-a-color change” delayed longer to avoid playing the same
way twice. The color change is to appear this time on the “Ab” (last 16th) rather than on the
“F” as in m.2.
The 3rd phrase, pickup to m. 9, begins demonstratively and louder. Darken the tone color
(rich) and intensify the vibrato speed to express more.
Addressing the dotted rhythm in m. 9, Moyse loudly sang the 16th subdivision of the dotted
rhythm over my playing. He had a very powerful voice!
“Marziale! Mark solemly the 16th note in beat 1 well, not light in passing. March!
Deliberately bring the accent (end of m.9). Go inside the notes. Play rich, generous
sound”.
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He wanted me to sit more squarely on the march-like dotted rhythm, which is over the word
“fight”.
As my studies continued with him, I noted and began to love what I call the “subito-like
diminuendo-to-a color-change” phenomenon, which appears in many scores of French music
(Faure Fantasie, Debussy’s La Mer, Taffanel’s Andante et Scherzettino, Enesco etc). The marking
uses a mini > followed by a piano dynamic, often characterized by less vibrato or a white note
(non vibrato) just at the note’s end. This differs from purely diminuendo and one of the
hallmarks of exceptional French playing.
On the 16ths in m. 11, bring back the sentiment of tenderness with diminuendo using the
expressive portamento articulation to denote resignation (my lover has no choice but to go to
war). As an interesting side note, although the music is written with a diminuendo to piano to
m. 11, Moyse asks to keep the mezzo forte dynamic rather than observing the written piano. He
didn't explain his reasoning but it certainly showcases the return of the pianissimo theme in
m. 13 more.
For the final phrase, Moyse said to play it longingly, in a heartfelt way, as if already wishing
for the lover’s return. Bring a special affection and slightly suspended rubato feeling to the a
volonte´ (a bit like flying) moment in m. 14. Evaporate on it as well, as if fluttering away on the
word “heart. Lastly, fade to the final “Ab” tonic, which is interestingly on the word “home”.
In the next part of the lesson Moyse asked me to transpose the aria to A+:
“I want to show you that by working in other keys you find certain strengths
of those keys to bring to the original key. C’est difficile to make Ab+ bright but
this is how you learn! I like Ab key better for melancholy but A+ will show you
how to play Eb key better. In the 24 Petites Etudes Melodiques (24 Little Melodies)
I chose those keys to work with weaknesses of the flute.”
At this point I thought the lesson was over; he seemed happy with my results, but then he
said:
“I would like to know you better” I want to see how to help you by seeing
how you learn. I am a good teacher. I always have a plan.”
After almost 45 minutes, I was in the hot seat again and asked to sight-read Mendelssohn’s
Rondo Capriccioso, aria# 85.
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FROM THE BOOKS
“Finally, one must examine the powerful
influence he exerted on the world of flute
playing through his teaching and his
extraordinary powers of communication and
inspiration. Even though his books will be
studied and commented on by future flutists
and historians, his teaching will be recorded as
his greatest gift, even though there are only a
few scant films as proof. Readers will have to
rely on the comments of his pupils and take
their word that he was a very remarkable man
and an exceptional teacher.”

And so went these marvelous and
generous lessons at his home for
hours of teaching and listening to old
records, sometimes culminating in a
dinner for the entire class; his treat.
Living across the street, I attended
lessons 3-4 days a week and heard
many players who would visit his
home. Incidentally, I am further
grateful to have studied both the 24
Melodies Book and the Tone
Development Book with practically
identical teaching from both Louis
and Marcel Moyse.

-----------------------------------------------------

The wonderful memories are still

Trevor Wye, Marcel Moyse, An Extraordinary Man: A

fresh in my mind and his “teaching

Musical Biography by Trevor Wye. Edited by Angelita
Floyd. Cedar Falls, IA: Winzer Press, 1993, page 106.

voice” always present when I practice,
as if it was yesterday
September Payne, D.M.A studied 10 years
collectively with Louis and Marcel Moyse.
Previously teaching at San
Diego State University
and playing in the San
Diego Chamber
Orchestra, September is
a freelance musician and
teacher currently living
on Vancouver Island,
Canada.

Hand drawn sketch of Marcel Moyse by his grandson,
Michele Moyse, while he was watching television.
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Dear Friends,
In 1965, I heard that the legendary Marcel Moyse was giving master classes in Boswil, Switzerland.
William Bennett and I drove out there arriving in the evening of September 5th. There were about 40 in
the class and the set-up allowed anyone who wanted to play, to do so. Even if the player was of a low
performing level, it was interesting to see how Moyse dealt with their problems. I attended for the next
12 or so years and for the first four years, made notes of what quotable comments he made.
Everything in Italics is his comment, unless shown otherwise. In the classes, I always sat in the front
row so as to hear everything clearly. Moyse spoke ‘Franglais’ a mixture of English with some French. I
have not reflected that in the transcriptions so as to make reading it easier.
I am happy to send them to anyone on request.
Just let me know.
Trevor
From a recent email to the Flute List. Trevor can be reached at trevorwye@gmail.com and more of his
notes from these classes in Boswil can be found on his website at www.trevorwye.com
Snippet from the notes: "How a musician can hold a note for a moment without becoming expressive, I
will never understand!"
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